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1 The motivation for Argumentation Theory

Many researchers from different fields – especially rhetoric and philosophy, but also computer science – have come
to see argumentation as deserving, and even requiring, its own dedicated research program. The reason for this is
twofold: arguments are everywhere in human culture and play a critical role in our daily lives, but at the same time
researchers formerly percieved a serious lack of understanding of arguments and what makes them good or bad.

Karl Wallace is responsible for pointing out (in 1963) the omnipresence of arguments in society to rhetoricians
(essentially arguing that most speech is argument), and describing the proper task of that field as “to observe such
behavior systematically, to analyze it and theorize about it ... to note what judgments all men, or most men, or wise
men, or the wisest of men in practice accept or reject, and to perceive which of these recur in the materials and
premises of men’s reasonings” [24]. Of course, philosophy has always been about arguments, and so its practitioners
did not need to be convinced of their relevance. Despite this, it was not until the late 1950s that Chaim Perelman (with
Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca) and Stephen Toulmin, separately, rejected formal logic as the be-all and end-all normative
theory of argumentation and developed new approaches, from the perspectives of rhetoric and philosophy, respectively
[15, 20]. These authors saw classical, formal, deductive logic as too limited, too insensitive to context, and generally
too detached from real-life argumentation to provide an adequate theory; they looked instead to the practice of law
and to informal techniques for insights into the nature of good arguments, and thus set the tone for the next half-
century of argumentation theory [33]. This new research agenda was embraced by many philosophers, especially, who
understood the disconnect between traditional logic and real arguments from years of trying to convince students of
the relevance of formal logic and also teach them how to make and evaluate natural language arguments, which do not
typically rely heavily on deduction (e.g. [8, 26]).

2 Describing arguments

2.1 Scope: what is an argument?

Argumentation theorists differ on what they take to be the scope of argumentation. Some are willing to take nearly
any attempts at persuasion to be arguments, and may not even require that arguments be verbal; for example, this
broad view leads Charles Willard to see communication theory as the proper home of arguments [31], and Michael
Gilbert to say that “arguments between people are more than propositionalizable entities,” and that people may have
all kinds of goals besides persuasion in such arguments [6]. Others endorse more restrictive definitions: Walton’s
“minimal inferential definition” gives his most basic requirements for arguments, namely that they include premises
and conclusions (“boxes,” as they are often represented) as well as inferences (“arrows”) connecting them [26]. Frans
van Eemeren and Rob Grootendorst define argumentation as a more specific phenomenon still, “a verbal, social, and
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rational activity aimed at convincing a reasonable critic of the acceptability of a standpoint by putting forward a con-
stellation of propositions justifying or refuting the proposition expressed in the standpoint” [23]. Most argumentation
theorists require arguments to be verbal, but leave room for a wide range of natural language events to be counted and
studied as arguments, once interpreted in terms of premises, inferences, etc.

The scope of argumentation also depends on how the relationship between arguments and reasoning is construed.
If there is a close connection between reasoning and arguments, then episodes of individual reasoning may count
as argumentation, and the norms of reasoning and argumentation may be closely related, or even identical. It has
been suggested both that arguments are externalized reasoning, e.g. [33], and that good reasoning as we currently
understand it is in fact an internalization of norms originally developed for the purpose of external, multi-agent argu-
mentation [3]. However, while those studying reasoning norms and argumentative norms have been simultaneously
struggling to cast off the authority of formal logic and replace it with more practical norms, there has in fact been little
interaction between the two agendas, and most argumentation theorists take arguments to be importantly distinct from
individual reasoning. Crucially, as noted above, argumentation is commonly understood as a social phenomenon, and
the roles played by the participating agents, the social setting, the conventions of the group, and so forth often factor
critically in the study of an argument.

Relatedly, argumentation theorists had to figure out whether arguments are primarily structures (e.g. premises
connected with arrows) or processes. The view of arguments as inert structures fits well with the view of arguments
as externalized reasoning, and was probably inherited from the traditional association of arguments with formal logic.
Yet over time, most theorists have found the dynamic aspect of argumentation to be indispensible to its fruitful study.
For example, Ralph Johnson writes that he has come to see arguments as processes during the course of his research
into them, and that “a satisfactory theory of argument must include all three dimensions of argument: product, process,
and practice” [11]; similarly, Harald Wohlrapp argues that arguments cannot be understood unless we understand how
structure and process work together [32]. Still, many approaches focus on one or the other, as will be seen later.

The final question regarding the scope of argumentation involves the goals that the concept can support: traditional,
deductive arguments often seem trivial because their conclusions cannot go beyond the information supplied in the
premises, which is in a sense already known; in contrast, some argumentation theorists stress that the goal of a real
argument is to meaningfully add to one’s knowledge, convince another of a new proposition, etc. This is often
contrasted with the goal of an explanation, which is to better understand the reasons for something already believed by
the parties involved (see, for example, [8, 26, 23]). So some argumentation theorists claim that arguments necessarily
seek to establish something new, while others simply distinguish types of arguments according to this feature – as will
be seen in the next section – and then focus on the more common situation of arguing for the sake of meaningfully
increasing the set of accepted propositions.

2.2 Types of arguments

Arguments are categorized in multiple ways. Continuing with the issue of the “newness” of the conclusion sought, a
basic categorization is based on the method of establishing the conclusion; for example, Douglas Walton distinguishes
between traditional monological arguments, which are deductive, and dialogical or dialectical arguments, in which
arguments are given both for and against a potential conclusion, with the stronger side winning out. (Walton sees the
latter type as more genuine, for the reasons noted above [26].) Similarly, Toulmin refers to non-analytic arguments
as substantial, regarding them as of much greater practical importance than analytic arguments, such as mathematical
proofs [20]. Non-analytic, or defeasible [33] arguments are often further divided into inductive and conductive, which
“typically ... draws together several independent facts ... in order to arrive at some conclusion” [30].

Arguments can also be grouped by their general context (legal, mathematical, scientific); by the goal of the dialogue
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(e.g. persuasion, inquiry, etc. [28]); or according to structure, whether “single” or “complex” (an argument without or
with subarguments), “linked” or “convergent” (premises working together or functioning as separate arguments) [26],
or (using different terminology) whether argumentation is “suboordinative” or “coordinative” (having serial or parallel
chains) [23]. Finally, taking the content of arguments into account, much work in argumentation theory classifies
arguments using argument schemes, which identify common argumentative patterns (see [29]). These schemes are
similar to the inference rules of logic, but they are “context dependent, concrete, and defeasible” [33]. Importantly for
those studying real argumentation, “dialectical shifts” may take place, causing an argument to change type [28].

2.3 Components of arguments

In addition to categorizing whole arguments, arguments are also described by breaking them down into their com-
ponents. This can be done by describing an argument’s internal structure, the process of the argument, or (in many
cases) both. Additionally, the context in which an argument takes place – including the goals of the participants and
the norms of their society – is increasingly recognized as a crucial component of argumentation, necessary for both
fully describing and judging arguments (see, for example, [1], and the next section for more on context).

Structure-wise, the simplest way of breaking down an argument is in terms of premises, conclusion, and inferences
(recalling Walton’s “minimal inferential definition” [26]). Yet not all premises are of the same kind, nor are all
inferences justified by the same principles; hence further categorizations are often part of argument analysis. Analysis
according to argument schemes is one common way of doing this, by mapping an argument’s parts to the components
of a particular scheme [29]. Perhaps the best-known method of structurally analyzing arguments, however, is due to
Toulmin, whose diagram of an argument in terms of a claim, fact, and warrant, and possibly backing, rebuttal, and
qualifier [20] has been referred to as “infamous” but quite influential [33]. Another important distinction is between
explicit and implicit premises.

The argumentative process is also analyzed in terms of parts, such as the participants and their roles (e.g. stances),
and the stages of an argument. For example, van Eemeren and Grootendorst, responsible for the pragma-dialectical

approach to argumentation, analyze arguments in terms of four stages: confrontation, opening, argumentation, and
concluding stage [4]. Van Eemeren also considers Toulmin’s approach to be a process-based one, given the typical
order in which the parts in his argument description would appear in natural language in response to questions by an
opponent [22].

3 Normative Argumentation Theory

3.1 What makes an argument good?

The question of what makes an argument good can be asked on two levels: First, what is the most basic quality
according to which arguments are judged, i.e., what is their purpose? Second, on the level of particular arguments, by
virtue of what features does (or at least, can we expect) an argument realize this good, or achieve its purpose?

Generally, truth [7] or knowledge [12, 13] is submitted as the purpose of argumentation; the idea is that we engage
in argumentation with others because true beliefs or knowledge are valued, and argumentative practice is intended to
be conducive to these things. The notion that arguments guarantee truth makes sense only for deductive arguments
and only on the assumption that the truth of the premises can be guaranteed as well; due to the fallible nature of
humans [7] – we lack objective, direct access to facts about the world and can err in our premises and inferences –
these assumptions are often not met in practice. Indeed, this state of affairs motivated the study of argumentation
theory as distinct from the study of deductive logic. However, truth and knowledge remain the goals of argumentation;
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it is simply necessary to understand arguments as promoting truth or knowledge by sumbitting plausible candidates,
and delivering conclusions that are acceptable for belief, having (so far) won out over alternatives according to the
rules of argumentation [33]. (Thus Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca state that “the domain of argumentation is that of
the credible, the plausible, the probable, to the degree that the latter eludes the certainty of calculations,” and criticize
Descartes for treating merely-plausible propositions as worthless [15].) Often, this means that the acceptability of an
argued-for conclusion is judged relative to the standards of the relevant community, i.e. the premises that community
is willing to accept and the argumentative practices it endorses (c.f. [20, 15]).

Answering the question of what makes an argument good on the second level lies at the heart of what many
argumentation theorists seek to do; they formulate theories detailing what specific argumentative rules, structures,
and so forth are conducive to the purpose of argumentation. There are a number of prominent competing accounts:
Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s book, The New Rhetoric: A Treatise on Argumentation is one of the founding texts
of argumentation theory, and so it seeks an escape from the false dilemma between logical / scientific standards of
proof and no standards whatsoever, analyzing instead common forms of argumentation (such as argument by analogy
or laying out a definition) along with their strengths and weaknesses. A guiding principle for these authors is that
arguments are intended to persuade an audience, and so everything about an argument – what permises may be taken
for granted, what moves are acceptable, what the underlying values are – depends on the audience [15].

In another founding text, The Uses of Argument, Toulmin addresses the question of how arguments are to be
judged – i.e., for him, how claims ought be justified – using legal argumentation as a model of good argumentation.
He argues that some criteria vary according to the argument’s field (loosely, the type of conclusion sought and support
employed), while others do not; for example, the process and form that an argument should take (having a claim,
backing, warrant, and so forth) are basically field-invariant, while the type of evidence or qualifications required for a
claim are field-variant [20].

Also mentioned above, Walton’s approach to argumentation as informal (or even semi-formal) logic has been in-
fuential too; Walton advocates evaluating natural language arguments by pragmatically interpreting them as instances
of recurring argument schemes, which are themselves amenable to formalization and validity-analysis. The validity of
a particular scheme will depend on the context, but in a way that Walton is able to explain and defend in the abstract
[25, 29].

Some accounts focus more heavily on the interactive aspect of argumentation, as with modern dialectic approaches.
Such an approach models an argument as a game between a “proponent” and “opponent” of some proposition, where
each attempts to force the other to concede. For example, Else Barth and Erik Krabbe’s “formal dialectics” proceeds
from principles of formal logic to the rules of such a game [2, 22]. Van Eemeren and Grootendorst’s “pragma-
dialectics” is the best-known of the modern dialectical approaches; they model the argumentative process in terms of
stages (noted above), and also defend a “code of conduct” consisting of rules that ought be obeyed by participants in
an argument [4, 5].

3.2 Fallacies: When is an argument bad?

The flip-side of the normative question of what makes an argument good, i.e., what makes an argument especially
bad, also recieves a lot of attention in the argumentation theory literature. Specifically, common reasoning errors, also
known as fallacies, are analyzed in depth. Generally speaking, a pattern of reasoning or argument is considered falla-
cious if it is misleading or not truth-conducive, even if the pattern is conducive to some other goals of argumentation,
such as persuading another to adopt one’s position. To further complicate matters, a reasoning pattern may continue
to be termed a “fallacy” even by authors who argue for its acceptability if the pattern has traditionally been considered
fallacious, for example because it is not deductively valid (but perhaps valid according to a different standard).
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Charles Hamblin treats fallacies systematically in [9]. For further discussion, see [18, 5, 27], for example. It is
important to note that many argumentation theorists are now in agreement that whether a particular inference is a
fallacy depends not just on whether it fits into an argument scheme traditionally labeled as fallacious, but on whether
that scheme is valid or invalid given the particular context of the argument. In other words, fallacies must be analyzed
just as any other argument scheme, by identifying circumstances in which they are truth-conducive, and those in
which they are not, in line with the pragmatic sensibilities of modern argumentation theorists. See also [19, 34] for
non-mainstream-argumentation theory discussions of the impact of context on the validity of superficially-fallacious
inferences.

4 Important problems

4.1 Ambitions

Many of the problems currently facing argumentation theory stem from its ambitions, which should therefore be
made explicit here. As noted previously, argumentation theorists tend to be pragmatically-oriented and interested
in political discourse, public debate, and people’s everyday arguments. Hence, they seek theories that can evalute
natural language argumentation, and this task necessitates thoroughly understanding and accurately interpreting real
arguments and their contexts, so that they can be modeled correctly and judged as fairly and objectively as possible.
Unsurprisingly, this task is often extremely difficult, and so a major challenge is for argumentation theorists to develop
techniques for translating a messy reality into theoretical language. Specific problems include determining what can
be taken as common knowledge among the participants or audience of an argument, and how to determine whether an
agent is committed to an enthymeme, or implied premise, which would perhaps render their argument valid but which
they have not stated [26, 22].

4.2 Formalizing argumentation

Walton claims that the challenges cited above would be lessened if argumentation theory were made more precise,
i.e. if its theories were formalized to a greater extent [26]; he cites [17] and [14] as attempts at this, for persuasion
dialogue and deliberation, respectively. However, this solution strategy is itself problematic for two reasons. Firstly,
as noted above, argumentation theory was largely a reaction against formal logic, and most of its progress has been
informal, and “even anti-formal,” as deplored by logicians recognizing the value of a practical argumentation theory
but also the utility of formal methods (e.g. [21]) [33]. As a result, much work has been done to formalize informal
theories of argumentation and to develop more appropriate logics, but without attracting the attention of mainstream
argumentation theorists, as Frank Zenker argues (with examples) [33]. Secondly, it is not entirely obvious how a push
towards the formalization of argumentation theory would solve the problem of interpreting natural language; if it is
hard to translate speech or texts into an informal system, it may be far more difficult to accurately translate them into
a rigid formal system. See [1] for a discussion of the difficulty of representing natural language with a logical system.

5 The bigger picture of argumentation theory

To summarize, argumentation theory is a relatively new field that seeks an account of argumentation as it occurs in
the world, largely in response to the percieved inadequacies of formal logic as the sole provider of argumentative
standards. On a descriptive level, argumentation theorists need to identify important features of the contexts in which
arguments take place, categorize different types of arguments, and analyze individual arguments in terms of their
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components. Once arguments are understood in this way, normative theories offer guidelines for good argumentation
and analyses of common erroneous argumentative steps.

There are several areas of related research using the work in argumentation theory. For example, the field of
artificial intelligence (AI) can make use of insights into good argumentation and reasoning principles to automate
these activities, as with automated theorem provers (although these often rely on classical logic); see [16] for a brief
survey of AI models of legal argumentation, and an additional model for comparing normative theories. Argumentation
theory is also of pedagogical interest, which is unsurprising given that many were motivated to develop new theories
due to the inadequacies of classical logic for teaching students how to make and evaluate arguments. Aside from
simply teaching students argumentation theory, techniques of argument mapping have been developed specifically to
help students learn these skills using intuitive representations of arguments as diagrams. There is a variety of software
available for this purpose; for instance, Carnegie Mellon University’s Open Learning Initiative includes a free online
course in argument mapping [10].

Over all, argumentation theory has been successful during its short lifespan in providing a systematic critique
of deduction as a complete normative account of arguments, and in providing alternative accounts that can be put
to practical use. Nonetheless, the field has been unable to put forth a single, coherent theory enabling standardized
normative evaluations of arguments, which is a problem insofar as we value such evaluations, as we clearly do. In
addition to the problems highlighted in the previous section, then, a primary task for argumentation theorists in the
future ought be to investigate the relationships between its numerous theories and work towards consensus, enabling
standardized evaluations of arguments.
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